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Introduction
Viruses depend on intracellular pathogens on host cellular 

components for replication. They connect to the receptor’s cell 
surface to enter the cell, and therefore, enforce cellular functions and 
organelles to replicate [1].

Host cells can counteract infections by sensing pathogen-
associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) including viral nucleic acids, 
carbohydrates, or proteins to sense viral pathogens in infected host 
cells wherein triggers the expression of antiviral genes [2].

The availability of antiviral strategies is yet limited to specific virus 
types, such as coronavirus, (HIV) Human Immunodeficiency Virus. 
These viruses can mutate easily, and it is not easy to discover the early 
stage of infection. Therefore, the availability of antiviral approaches so 
far is ineffective [3].

Recent research has depended on using microorganisms antiviral 
defense mechanisms to improve immunity against eukaryotic viruses, 
for example, most Archaea and Bacteria have defense antiviral 
mechanisms that target bacteriophages at different stages of their life-
period which is known as the innate immunity. Moreover, bacterial 
have several independent mechanisms to defend themselves against 
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viral infection or invasive DNA, such as associated plasmids. One 
of these mechanisms is the blocking adsorption; therefore bacteria 
prevent the binding of phages with cell receptors by mutation or 
masking for receptors, which about infection. On the other side, 
DNA injection for Phage is failed to enter the cell. Other systems 
operate directly on invasive DNA, such as restriction/modification 
and (associated with CRISPR). Failed infection systems are a form 
of selflessness defense, which causes cells to die upon injury. Thus, 
these defensive systems can operate independently of each other. As a 
result, it prevents phage adsorption and genome insertion, receptors 
mutation; also cancel infection by host cell death [4].

In 1987, Yoshizumi Ishino and his colleagues accidentally 
discovered a new accurate technique for gene modification but 
did not know an explanation of what they saw then. With the 
development of molecular genetics and the scientists reading the 
DNA of many organisms, scientists observed in 2002 that these 
strange parts that Japanese scientists talked about existed in many 
types of bacteria, and one of the Netherlands scientists called 
them (CRISPR). CRISPR/Cas9 is a simple and efficient tool for 
genome editing and has experienced rapid progress in its technology 
applications in the pest time [5].
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Abstract
Viruses depend on organisms to complete their life period, there are many vaccines and antiviral for viruses, but some viruses such as HIV did not 
show any sensitivity or effect for vaccines or anti-viruses. Recently, researchers are focusing on CRISPR/Cas9, which is a technique that allows for 
genome editing in organism cells. This technique has changed the concept of genetic engineering and it can be applied to repair genetic disorders 
in future therapies. Besides targeting the human genome, it can be applied to target specific sites of genetic material for viruses, hence can cure 
viral infections, and therefore, use to treat SARS-CoV-2 as an emergency solution to treat infections coronavirus, there are increasing numbers of 
infections coronavirus in the world. Here, we discussed recent studies on the use of CRISPR to enhance and combat human viral infections, with 
a focus on CRISPR and HIV, CRISPR/Cas9 studies, challenges, and explore mechanisms to apply it in the future. Finally, CRISPR technology is a 
revolutionary development in engineering resistance against viral infections. But this technique needs more and more studies before applying it to 
humans.
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Overly, CRISPR/Cas9 technique can be used to inactivate viral 
infection such as human immunodeficiency virus type one (HIV-1) 
in human cells. Whereas the expression and replication of the virus 
are stopped by change non-coding or coding sequences during the 
provirus stages, suggesting that the CRISPR/Cas9 technique perhaps 
a novel therapeutic strategy against infectious viruses especially HIV 
and COVID-19 [5,6].

In late December, a new strain of coronavirus appeared, known as 
SARS-CoV-2. And by May 14, 2020, the virus had caused 4258666 
infections and 294,190 deaths worldwide [7]. A great effort has 
been made to find effective drugs against the virus in China, France, 
Germany, USA, and many countries, but they are still experimenting 
and have not produced any treatment that limits the spread of 
infections with SARS-CoV-2 [7-10].

Therefore, this revision will discuss recent advances in using 
CRISPR to enhance and combat human viral infections and providing 
examples to recruit the CRISPR technique against human virus 
infections. Also, it will give insights into the applications of using 
genome editing such as CRISPR/Cas9 and CRISPR/Cas13d techniques 
to improve active antiviral defenses. Furthermore, we will show the 
challenges of using the CRISPR/Cas technique to enhance and combat 
human viral infections and suggest challenging strategies to overcome 
such hurdles. 

Viruses definition and infection
A virus is the smallest infectious agent that depends on a host to 

complete its replication, but it is not living outside the organism or 
the host. Viruses can cause damage to any type of life forms such as 
animals, plants, and microorganisms such as bacteria [11].

Viruses classification depends on genetic material, consist of: 
(i) DNA with capsids (virus cover) such as bacteriophage. (ii) 
RNA material genetic and envelope protein coat, with enzyme and 
some viruses have lipids in the out surface such as HIV. (iii) There 
is a classification depends on a simple structure or more complex 
structures for viruses [12].

Some studies mentioned that the origins of viruses in the 
evolutionary history of life are unclear: so, little has evolved from 
plasmids pieces of DNA that transfer to cells while others side may 
have evolved from bacteria such as bacteriophages. They depend on 
the host’s cellular to replicate and spread. The viral infection is one of 
the most important sources that threaten global public health. Host 
cells have developed enormous antiviral defenses, including innate 
and adaptive immunity mechanisms such as the ability to identify 
viral (PAMPs). But many viruses can avoid host defenses or attenuate 
it [3,12].

Various strategies have been improved to combat viruses, also 
strategies that directly target specific sites in viruses that inhibit any 
virus replication and target host factors required by viruses to replicate 
and persist [3].

As an opportunistic pathogen, viruses have devolved many unclear 
strategies to manipulate host cells for infectious and replication [13].

CRISPR Technology
 Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats is part 

of DNA sequences discovered within the genomes of bacteria like 
E.coli [1].

The CRISPR sequences are found from DNA fragments of 
bacteriophages and used as a defense against any infectious previously 

infected. For example, one types of CRISPR-Cas such as CRISPR-Cas 
2 systems, require a tracrRNA which plays a role in the maturation 
of crRNA. Therefore, this hybrid acts as a guide for the endonuclease 
Cas9, which cleaves the invading nucleic acid. Also, the spacers can 
ability the adaptable and gene-specific inactivating mechanism of the 
CRISPR system. Spacers are short segments (26 to 72 bp) of sequences 
that are homologous to phage or plasmid DNA. Then to identify and 
damaged DNA from similar phages during later infections. Therefore, 
the CRISPR/cas9 system plays an important defense system of antiviral 
of prokaryotes [1,14-19].

Cas9 (CRISPR-associated protein 9) is an enzyme that depends 
on CRISPR sequences as a directory to identify and cleave specific 
strands of DNA that are complementary to the CRISPR sequence. 
CRISPR sequences with Cas9 enzymes work together as part to edit 
genes within organisms. This editing process has a wide variety of 
applications including basic biological research, improvement of 
biotechnology products such as food, drugs, and industrial biology. It 
is noted that CRISPR as biotechnological was available in 2012 mainly 
to the works of Doudna-Charpentier and Church-Zhang. It can also 
be used for the treatment of diseases [5,20].

Featuring technique CRISPR is an editing tool for gene or genome. It 
is faster, cheaper, and more accurate than previous techniques of DNA 
editing and has a wide range of applications in genetic engineering 
[5,21].

Since the discovery of this technique in the eighties until now, 
more than 17744 in PubMed and 19819 in Science Direct published 
articles had mentioned the CRISPR [20,22]. Many preliminary studies 
had used CRISPR to functionally inactivate genes in human cell lines, 
modify yeasts used to make biofuels for enhancing their products, 
also genetically modify crop strains to enhancing insect resistance, 
infection and increase production. Also, CRISPR has been used 
to change the structure of Anopheles Mosquito which resulted in 
preventing the transfer of diseases like Malaria. Where a study showed 
when targeting the gene (AgdsxF) dsx-female, by CRISPR-Cas9 
across targeted of the intron 4-exon 5 boundary and that blocked the 
formation of functional AgdsxF, therefore cause to homozygous for the 
disrupted allele complete sterility for females to aimed less risk Malaria 
[22,23]. In 2019, scientists in America used CRISPR to experimentally 
treat a patient with a genetic disorder. The patient was suffering from 
sickle cell disease; she was a woman a 34-year-old. Researchers from 
China have also used the technique to make genetic modifications to 
human cells. According to Chinese medical documents posted online 
the last year, a team at Southern University of Science and Technology 
in Shenzhen, recruited couples in a try to create the first gene-edited 
babies in the world. They planned to eliminate a gene called CCR5 
in hopes of rendering the offspring resistant to HIV, smallpox, and 
cholera. Although they still did not present complete evidence of this 
achievement [1,24,25].

CRISPR-Cas9 biology 
A lot of bacteria have improved advanced RNA-guided adaptive 

immune systems directly by CRISPR loci and the accompanying 
CRISPR-associated (Cas) genes so that to provide acquired immunity 
against any enemy [26].

Emerging CRISPR/Cas tools technology that can be applied for 
research studies and experiments on viruses, extending beyond host 
patterns.

The methods of this technique used to generate both in vitro 
and in vivo as model organisms or non-model organisms to study 
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viral contagions, to edit viral genomes, and to improve genes drive 
systems that have the potential to combat viral disease vectors and the 
improvement of antiviral medications (Figure 1).

Creating laboratory systems using cell lines was a valuable tool for 
studying virus infection. But these systems have limitations to giving 
comprehensive insights into host physiology, pathology, immunity, 
and transmission during infection [1].

From the first revelation of its chance for genome editing, the 
CRISPR technique was rapidly performing as an exquisitely powerful 
tool for genome manipulation in a wide spectrum of organisms owing 
to its ease of styling, simplicity in use, and high efficiency [27]. Unlike 
the traditional mediated DNA editing techniques, the CRISPR/ Cas9 
system has the potential to impose, and radically change the technique 
of gene editing and thus change our understanding of genetic 
engineering [5,28,29].

CRISPR avoids the need for more complex genome editing 
strategies that relay on protein domains such as protein engineering 
of DNA-identify domains for each DNA target site to be modified 
[30]. Therefore, profoundly supporting its applicability for large-scale 
genomic screening or manipulation and different adoption within the 
scientific community [27,30,31].

In figure 1, cas genome editing enables the generation of in vitro 
and in vivo models to study viral pathogenesis. This technique is 
not limited to editing genes of model organisms, such as mice, 
roundworms, and fruit flies, but it can also be applied to non-model 
organisms such as monkeys, bats, chickens, and other animals. 
Also, CRISPR is useful in engineering the genome of large DNA 
viruses such as smallpox. Also, CRISPR has been used to change 
the structure of Mosquito which resulted in preventing the transfer of 
diseases like Malaria [1].

CRISPR as adaptive immunity
In prokaryotes, CRISPR/Cas9 systems give adaptive immunity 

against bacteriophages and other infectious genetic elements [3].

CRISPR technique interposes immunity so that in the end, it leads 
to sequence-specific interference with foreign nucleic acids. Finally, 
the Cas9 enzyme to identify and destroy foreign genetic elements 
harboring a sequence complementary to the sequence of the 
viruses [3].

CRISPR as combating human pathogenic viruses
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV): Many studies have 

been published regarding the use of antivirus CRISPR/Cas9 to HIV. 
Although antiretroviral therapy (ART) stops virus replication, it is 
ineffective in interfering with latent infections in CD4 with immune 
memory as T-cells in addition to the lack of any functional vaccine 
until now [32,33].

Recent studies suggest that the antiviral CRISPR/Cas9 system can 
inactivate the genome from latently infected cells in vitro for HIV. So 
that resulting in a (functional) cure from infection [32,34,35]. 

CRISPR/Cas9 targeting of the proviral long terminal repeat 
(LTR) region proved successful in impairing HIV gene expression 
and clearing provirus from infected cells. Another study focused on 
CRISPR/Cas9 targeting of essential genes of viral as HIV [32,33]. 

Yin L, et al. [36] explored a powerful inhibition of HIV-1 infection 
by Cas9/gRNA, which resulted from the salient decrease in the levels 
of RNA or DNA viral. Additionally, Limsirichai P, et al. [37] explained 
that CRISPR activation systems have the potential to enhance HIV-1 
expression in cell-based models of latency.

CRISPR technique, in combination with cART, may in the future 
lead to new treatments for HIV-1 infection. The first reported in vivo 

 
Figure 1: CRISPR/Cas9 applications for genetic engineering.
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experiments of anti-HIV CRISPR therapy were by Kaminski R, et al. 
[38] they used associated viral (AAV) vector co-expressing two anti-
HIV Cas9 therapy in clinical settings, enhancing delivery and efficacy 
in vivo models [32,34] (Figure 2).

In figure 2, we notice four general strategies for combating human 
viruses using CRISPR applications. Here we review the two most 
important strategies on direct targeting of viral genomes in infected 
cells by eradicating or disabling the viral DNA incorporated into the 
host genome and thus disrupting the work of viruses [32,38-40].

Finally, CRISPR technology has become the candidate method of 
choice for its efficacy in modifying the targeted HIV-1 genome as a 
part of HIV therapy.

Novel Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2): The world is currently 
experiencing a novel coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19) disease, 
which is caused by severe acute Coronary Respiratory Syndrome 2 
(SARS-CoV-2) [41].

Many research centers confirmed that scientists and researchers 
need to develop a safe and effective vaccine to prevent COVID-19, 
approximately within 12 to 20 months, to obtain a vaccine for 
reducing the spread of the infection. Thus, millions of people 
will be infected. Because this virus is characterized by being fast-
spreading and highly contagious, according to the statistics shown 
daily by the World Health Organization and is accompanied by an 
increase in the number of deaths in the world. So, there is an urgent 

need to develop innovative methods to combat a widespread virus that 
may arise in the future [42,43].

So, we here used Cas13d which is characterized by a small size, 
the median size of Cas13d proteins is 190 to 300 a smaller than 
that of Cas13a-Cas13c. Moreover, the small size, minimal targeting 
constraints, and modular regulation of Cas13d effectors further expand 
the CRISPR toolkit for RNA manipulation. Therefore, it depends 
on this enzyme which can inhibit viral function and replication by 
directly targeting and cleaving all viral positive-sense RNA [42,44-46].

Some studies have found a relation between SARS-CoV-S Spike and 
SARS-CoV-2 Spike, through those SARS-CoV-2 mutations which can 
bind to receptors surface of sensitive cells after coming in contact with 
the surface of the airway [47-55]. 

The ACE2 plays a pivotal role as a mediator of infection that may 
mediate the virus’s entry into target cells and viral reproduction. The 
binding of SARS-CoV-2 to ACE2 is not as strong as the SARS-CoV 
coronavirus (ACS2) binding to ACE2, but it is still far above the 
required threshold for infection with the virus [54,56-59].

Another study found that SARS-CoV-2 must bind to ACE2 to enter 
HeLa cells 9. Other studies showed a positive correlation between 
ACE2 expression and the infection of SARS-CoV in vitro [60-62].

Previous studies of coronaviruses that cause severe acute respiratory 
syndrome (SARS) revealed that they are bound to ACE2 in the lung 

 

Figure 2: The strategies to combat human viruses using CRISPR.
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vesicles through surface elevation proteins and then cause lung 
damage and even lung function failure. ACE2 is likely to be the cellular 
receptor for SARS-CoV-2, but whether it is the only cellular receptor 
remains to be researched further [63-66].

Moreover, the high catalytic activity of Cas13d in human cells 
provides a potential mechanism for targeting SARS-CoV-2 for specific 
viral RNA genome degradation and viral gene expression inhibition. 
This is because it has several advantages as small size, strong catalytic 
activity, and high specificity. So Cas13d was the best choice to target 
and destroy RNA viruses [41,44-46].

Conclusion the CRISPR-Cas13d technique can inhibit SARS-
CoV-2 to bond with ACE2 because of the CRISPR technique can 
direct it towards inhibiting angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE), by 
truncated ACE2 receptor that will not be recognized by SARS-CoV-2, 
which prevents the virus from entering the cell. Thereby decreasing 
levels of the bond between SARS-CoV-2 with ACE2 receptors, 
and Cas13d can carry gRNA that can recognize the previous in the 
genome, which causes cuts out provirus from the genome leaving the 
cell-free of SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, Cas13d can remove the integrated 
infection without effect on cells (Figure 3). Thus, this may reduce the 
chances of infection with the Coronavirus.

In figure 3, the left above showed way using CRISPR to prevent 
SARS-CoV-2 from entering a cell. When SARS-CoV-2 encounters 
an immune cell, it has to bind a receptor on its surface. The receptor, 
called ACE2, acts like a lock into which SARS-CoV-2 inserts it’s key 
and opens the door into the cell. A slight change in the ACE2 can 
prevent the key from fitting in. In the end, the truncated receptor 
is not recognized by SARS-CoV-2, which prevents the virus from 
entering the cell. While in the right above Cas13d carries gRNA 
that can recognize the previous in the genome, which causes cuts 

out provirus from the genome leaving the cell-free of SARS-CoV-2 
therefore Cas13d can remove the integrated infection without effect 
on cells [54,67].

Limiting restrictions in anti-viral CRISPR therapies in 
humans

New techniques naturally emerge questions regarding restrictions 
and safety before using it. To arrangement facilitate CRISPR-based 
techniques in a clinical setting. Thereby reduce detection by the 
host immune system. Mostly, unknown triggers can result in virus 
reactivation and subsequent virus production and spread, so that 
causes more problems. Also, CRISPR techniques are not effective 
during the latent stage of infection. Many challenges remain for the 
use of CRISPR against HIV and SARS-CoV-2. However, more studies 
and experiments must be conducted to identify the disadvantages of 
this technology before starting to use it directly to combat human 
viruses [32,68,69].

Future Outlook
Viruses depend on the organisms to replicate and spread. However, 

infected cells counteract viral replication by sensing PAMPs and 
subsequently trigger the expression of antiviral genes. Therefore, 
CRISPR/Cas systems have caused a great effect on studies of virus 
biology on eukaryotic species [3,70].

Many studies raise warnings in harnessing DNA-targeting by 
CRISPR/Cas technique and need to be taken into consideration when 
using it, to combat viruses [3,71].

Escape mutations can produce Cas9-resistant variants and might 
lead to the emergence of altered viruses with greater pathogenicity. 
This may cause viruses of high resistance to appear [3,72].

 

Figure 3: Using CRISPR-Cas13d against SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19).
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Also, some studies showed that targeting certain genome-specific 
sites, for example, the non-coding intergenic sequences, within some 
plant virus genomes lead to the appearance of mutations that were 
deleterious to virus replication. This, in turn, affirms that carefully 
determining the target viral genome sequences can help reduce the 
formation of fugitive mutants and thus eliminate them [3,71].

Conclusion
Even though the full potential of the CRISPR/Cas technique for 

engineering defenses against eukaryotic viruses has not yet been fully 
exploited, this technology is rampage advancement in engineering 
resistance against human and plant viruses.

There are many preliminary studies focused on improving antiviral 
strategies based on some types of CRISPR/Cas9 system. But, there 
is still a great need to enhance and combat human viral infections. 
Furthermore, it will reveal new knowledge about the potential for 
site-specific integration of DNA into eukaryotic genomes, to opening 
additional genome engineering by CRISPR techniques.

In the left above showed way using CRISPR to prevent SARS-CoV-2 
from entering a cell. When SARS-CoV-2 encounters an immune cell, 
it has to bind a receptor on its surface. The receptor, called ACE2, 
acts like a lock into which SARS-CoV-2 inserts its key and opens the 
door into the cell. A slight change in the ACE2 can prevent the key 
from fitting in. In the end, the truncated receptor is not recognized by 
SARS-CoV-2, which prevents the virus from entering the cell. While in 
the right above Cas13d carries gRNA that can recognize the previous 
in the genome, which causes cuts out provirus from the genome 
leaving the cell-free of SARS-CoV-2 therefore Cas13dcan remove the 
integrated infection without effect on cells [54,67].
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